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Proof of Proposition 8
We verify that the described outcome is an equilibrium. For the �nal equilibrium

condition, note that the market clears because trader positions are the same as in the

static equilibrium. The remainder of the proof veri�es that this constant position is indeed

optimal in the individual dynamic optimization problem.

Let �xit (Lt) denote the contingent net position of trader i in period t after information

realization Lt. By convention, �xi0 = 0. The trader�s wealth evolves randomly over time

as wit (Lt) = wit�1 (Lt�1) + (pt (Lt)� pt�1 (Lt�1))�xit�1 (Lt�1) for t = 1; : : : ; T + 1, with
wi0 > 0 given as before. If constrained, the trader�s net position choice at t � 1 must
satisfy �xit�1 (Lt�1) 2 [�wit�1 (Lt�1) = (1� pt�1 (Lt�1)) ; wit�1 (Lt�1) =pt�1 (Lt�1)].
Suppose at period t, information Lt has been realized. To save notation, write pt for the

realization of pt (Lt) and wit for wit (Lt). Two observations are essential. First, �xit is at

the upper bound (interior, lower bound) of the constraint set [�wit= (1� pt) ; wit=pt] if and
only if, for all Lt+1, �xit+1 is on the upper bound (interior, lower bound) of constraint set

[�wit+1 (Lt+1) = (1� pit+1 (Lt+1)) ; wit+1 (Lt+1) =pit+1 (Lt+1)]. Second, for all realizations of
the string (Lt+1; : : : ; LT ), the feasible choice �xiT (LT ) = : : : = �xit+1 (Lt+1) = �xit

implies
u0i (wiT (A))

u0i (wiT (A
c))
=
u0i (wit + (1� pt)�xit)
u0i (wit � pt�xit)

:

Both observations follow from the wealth evolution equation wi� (Lt) = wi��1 (L��1) +

(p� (L� )� p��1 (L��1))�xi��1 (L��1) for periods � = t+ 1; : : : ; T .
To prove our claim that the trader in every period selects the same position �xit =

�xi1 (L1) as in the static model given price p1 (L1), we proceed by backwards induction.

The induction hypothesis t states that the agent in period t given price pt (Lt) (i) chooses

�xit to satisfy the static �rst-order condition

pt (Lt)

1� pt (Lt)
=

�i (Lt)

1� �i (Lt)
u0i (wit (Lt) + (1� pt (Lt))�xit)
u0i (wit (Lt)� pt (Lt)�xit)

if feasible, or (ii) chooses�xit = wit (Lt) =pt (Lt) if the left-hand side of this static condition

is below the right-hand side at this choice, and (iii) chooses �xit = �wit (Lt) = (1� pt (Lt))
if the left-hand side of this static condition exceeds the right-hand side at this choice.
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Note from the previous two essential observations, that once we have proved the induction

hypothesis for all t, we have �xiT (LT ) = : : : = �xi1 (L1), and �xi1 (L1) is the solution to

the individual problem in Proposition 4.

The induction hypothesis T is satis�ed because the static �rst-order condition char-

acterizes the solution to the remaining one-period problem. We now assume that the

induction hypothesis is true at t+1; : : : ; T , and will prove that induction hypothesis t < T

is true. Suppose at period t, information Lt is realized. Final wealth levels are then

wiT (A) = wit + (pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt)�xit + (1� pt+1 (Lt+1))�xit+1 (Lt+1)

and

wiT (A
c) = wit + (pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt)�xit � pt+1 (Lt+1)�xit+1 (Lt+1)

where �xit+1 (Lt+1) is the reaction prescribed by induction hypothesis t + 1. The time t

problem is

max
�xit2[�wit=(1�pt);wit=pt]

�i (Lt)E [ui (wiT (A)) jA] + (1� �i (Lt))E [ui (wiT (Ac)) jAc]

where the expectations are taken over the realization of Lt+1. In case (i), the static �rst-

order condition can be satis�ed with an interior choice of �xit. Evaluated at this choice,

the derivative of the time t objective function is, by the envelope theorem,

�i (Lt)E [(pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt)u0i (wiT (A)) jA]
+ (1� �i (Lt))E [(pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt)u0i (wiT (Ac)) jAc]

= ptE
h
�i(Lt)u

0
i(wiT (A))

pt
(pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt) jA

i
+(1� pt)E

h
(1��i(Lt))u0i(wiT (Ac))

1�pt (pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt) jAc
i
:

Here wiT (A) and wiT (Ac) are constant across realizations of Lt+1. The static �rst-order

condition then allows us to rewrite the derivative with respect to the control variable as

�i (Lt)u
0
i (wiT (A))

pt
fptE[pt+1 (Lt+1)� ptjA] + (1� pt)E[(pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt) jAc]g :

By the martingale property of Bayes-updated prices at market belief pt, we have

ptE[pt+1 (Lt+1)� ptjA] + (1� pt)E[(pt+1 (Lt+1)� pt) jAc] = 0:

Thus the �rst-order condition for optimality of �xit is satis�ed at the choice resulting from

the static model. The other two cases (with constrained choices) follow likewise.
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